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La Taverne du Perroquet Bourré 

"Pirates of the Terreaux!"

Situated near the Terreaux, on the road most renowned for its sheer

number of pubs and bars, this tavern is a paradise for those who love a

good drink. The decor and the ambiance, along with the wooden

furnishings, lend La Taverne du Perroquet Bourré the charm of a pirate's

ship. The specialty of this unusual bar is their rum, which you can enjoy in

all its delectable varieties: spiced with hibiscus, apricots, vanilla,

cinnamon, pepper or even ginger! Their unique collection of fruity

shooters is also worth a shot. An ideal place to meet new people, you can

sip on their delicious rum as you listen to some French music that steadily

grows into rock and punk as the day progresses. They also organize

theme nights, quiz nights and themed parties. Check website for more

details.

 +33 6 6868 0312  www.perroquet-

bourre.com/

 info@perroquetbourre.fr  18 rue Sainte-Catherine,

Lyon
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Les Berthom 

"Premium Concoctions"

Les Berthom has served as a city landmark since the year 1994. A rustic

space with a lot of wooden accents and an exhaustive list of standard and

premium beers, it is frequented by scores of locals and tourists alike. With

more than 50 ales, both on-tap and by the bottle, Berthom is a prime spot

to gulp down those famous Belgian beers and other fine labels. Inventive

cocktails and the choicest of whiskeys also populate its exciting libations

menu.

 +33 4 7828 4410  2 place Ennemond Fousseret, Lyon
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Le Fantôme de l'Opéra 

"Debonair Cocktail Lounge"

This intimate bar with a Phantom of the Opera theme serves spellbinding

cocktails, crafted by creative mixologists and served by friendly

bartenders. Each cocktail is like a piece of art, and their menus are

renewed every three months to keep things interesting. The ambiance is

relaxing and quiet, with romantic nooks consumed by amber lighting and

the melodious sashaying of the silk curtains. Black leather armchairs

occupy the main space, with a sofa or two in the corner. An outdoor

terrace is also available. Le Fantôme de l'Opéra is ideal for pre-dinner

cocktails or late night aperitifs, depending on your mood.

 +33 4 3792 0388  www.lefantomedelopera.fr

/

 fantomeoperalyon@gmail.c

om

 19 Rue Royale, Lyon
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